Improve ATM Security With
Hybrid Cloud Security Cameras

To effectively protect customers, faculty, and valuable assets,
financial institutions rely on video security systems to monitor
bank and ATM locations. Verkada’s video security solution
streamlines visibility, scales coverage, and allows customers
to effortlessly monitor onsite and remote activities.

Easy To Setup and Scale
With a standard Power over Ethernet (PoE) cable, cameras are brought online and the system is fully operational.
No longer worry about NVRs, DVRs, or complicated configurations—simply plug and play.
Quickly Find and Share Footage
With activity–based indexing and advanced search filters, quickly surface the footage you’re looking for without
having to spend hours scrubbing through footage. Once identified, securely share footage via SMS or link directly
from Verkada’s user–friendly interface.
Reduce Liability Risk and ATM Fraud
Monitor banks and ATMs in a centralized platform to quickly surface incidents of theft, vandalism, and damage of
capital assets. In addition to unlimited cloud archiving, Verkada cameras store up to 365 days of footage locally so
recordings are always available for incident resolution.
Monitor From Anywhere
Access footage remotely over limited network capacity with our bandwidth friendly solution. With an uplink bandwidth
footprint of 20–50 kbps per camera, remote bank branches can have hundreds of hybrid cloud cameras operating
without overflowing WAN uplink. In contrast, traditional cloud cameras tend to stream at 1–2 mbps.

Financial Institutions Choose
the CM41–S Split Camera to
Improve ATM Security

Compact Form Factor for Flexible Installation
The CM41–S’ split body, 6–inch cable, and small size allows
it to be easily installed in most standard ATMs.
High–Sensor Resolution for Better Insights
Capture clear 5MP images to validate routine transactions
and analyze suspicious activity.
Edge–Based Processing to Simplify Investigations
Receive real–time People of Interest alerts via SMS or email
with an image and a link to review associated footage.
Hybrid Cloud Solution for PCI Compliance
Meet Payment Card Industry (PCI) compliance standards with
90 days of continuous footage stored in two places; onboard the
camera and backed–up in the cloud.
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Built For Your Organization
For IT Professionals

For Branch Managers

For Security Professionals

Eliminate the need for NVRs, DVRs,
and complicated VPN configurations.
Verkada’s ATM video security solution is
secure out of the box, easy to setup, and
simple enough for non–technical users
to manage independently.

Minimize loss, protect assets, and get
notified of meaningful activity in frame.
Whether motion is detected after hours
or a threat is detected in real–time, stay
in the know without having to actively
monitor the system.

Streamline visibility and respond to
incidents in real time. With the ability
to quickly share live feeds with law
enforcement, give local authorities the
insight they need to respond to incidents
appropriately, as they transpire.

Susquehanna Community Bank

Bank of The James

Customer Testimonials

Peoples National Bank
“We have had multiple times where having
cleaner footage helped us determine if the
right amount of cash was given out, or who the
person was that was making the transaction, or
to prove it was who they said they were.”
Eric Kruse
Director of IT, Networking, and Security
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“We now have a much higher level of
confidence. If there is an incident, and my
team needs to forward information to law
enforcement, they can easily capture and
transfer the footage.”
Bill Weber
Information Security Officer

“There are two line items: the hardware and the
software. No secret support fees, no hidden
software upgrades or charges, and a 10-year
warranty for all cameras. Verkada is a far better
long-term financial investment.”
Phil Hampton
IT Specialist
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